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Thank you for purchasing OQpik!
Read this manual, follow all instructions and store it with care.

OQpik Calculus Remover

User Manual

OQpik is small in size and convenient to carry, allowing
you to clean your teeth at home or on the go.

OQpik uses a cleaning pick just like a dental professional.
It effectively removes calculus, tartar, plaque and tooth
stains from your teeth.

-Medical-grade stainless steel pik for excellent cleaning
-Five adjustable modes suitable for different dental needs
-Intelligent high-frequency vibration effectively removes

dental calculus, tartar, plaque and tooth stains.
-Light weight, USB chargeable and travel friendly.
-Battery is durable and long lasting.

-The cleaning pick at the top of OQpik is not replaceable.
-Do not place OQpik in direct sunlight.
-Keep OQpik indoors and between -10* c and 40* c.

-Do not wash or soak OQpik in water or any other liquids.
-OQpik is for adults only, be sure to store it properly.
-Keep out of reach of children.
-This product contains batteries. Do not place OQpik in a
high-temperature environment.
-If your product has any issue, please directly contact the

manufacturer or place of purchase.
-Do not use OQpik more than twice per week.
-OQpik is not a replacement for regular dental cleanings
or visits to your dentist or oral healthcare professional.

-Press the power button to turn on OQpik.
-Adjust vibrational frequency with the upper and lower

adjustment buttons. OQpik is now ready.
-The proper cleaning angle is 45* against the tooth surface
(pic 2). Tooth surface should be moist.
-After using OQpik, wash the steel pick with hot water and
wipe down the body of OQpik.

Before first use, make sure to fully charge your OQpik
for approximately two hours.

1. OQpik uses a USB charger which plugs into the charging
socket on the back of your OQpik.

2. OQpik should not be used while charging.
3. While charging, OQpik will display a red light.
4. When fully charged, OQpik will display a green light.

If you experience an issue with your OQpik, contact hello@theOQ.shop and include a copy of your receipt.
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